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1 Introduction37
Graph coloring is a central topic in Computer Science and Graph Theory due to its importance38
in theory and applications. Every text book in Graph Theory has at least a chapter devoted39
to the topic and the monograph of Jensen and Toft [21] is completely devoted to graph40
coloring problems focusing especially on more than 200 unsolved ones. There are many41
survey papers on the topic including recent ones such as [10, 18, 25, 27].42
For a graph G, a proper coloring is a function λ : V (G) → N≥1 such that for no pair43
u, v of adjacent vertices of G, λ(u) = λ(v). In the widely studied Coloring problem, given44
a graph G and a positive integer p, we are to decide whether there is a proper coloring45
λ : V (G)→ [p], where henceforth [p] = {1, . . . , p}. In this paper, we consider two extensions46
of Coloring: the Pre-Coloring Extension problem and the List Coloring problem.47
In the Pre-Coloring Extension problem, given a graph G, a set Q of colors, and a48
pre-coloring λP : X → Q, where X ⊆ V (G), we are to decide whether there is a proper49
coloring λ : V (G) → Q such that λ(x) = λP (x) for every x ∈ X. In the List Coloring50
problem, given a graph G and a list L(u) of possible colors for every vertex u of G, we are to51
decide whether G has a proper coloring λ such that λ(u) ∈ L(u) for every vertex u of G.52
Such a coloring λ is called a proper list coloring. Clearly, Pre-Coloring Extension is a53
special case of List Coloring, where all lists of vertices x ∈ X are singletons.54
The p-Coloring problem is a special case of Coloring when p is fixed (i.e., not55
part of input). When Q ⊆ [p] (L(u) ⊆ [p], respectively), Pre-Coloring Extension56
(List Coloring, respectively) are called p-Pre-Coloring Extension (List p-Coloring,57
respectively). In classical complexity, it is well-known that p-Coloring, p-Pre-Coloring58
Extension and List p-Coloring are polynomial-time solvable for p ≤ 2, and the three59
problems become NP-complete for every p ≥ 3 [23, 25]. In this paper, we solve several open60
problems about pre-coloring extension and list coloring problems, which lie outside classical61
complexity, so-called parameterized problems. We provide basic notions on parameterized62
complexity in the next section. For more information on parameterized complexity, see recent63
books [11, 15, 17].64
The first two problems we study are the following ones stated by Golovach et al. [19]65
(see also [24]) who asked to determine their parameterized complexity. These questions66
were motivated by a result of Cai [8] who showed that Coloring Clique Modulator67
(the special case of Pre-Coloring Extension Clique Modulator when X = ∅) is68
fixed-parameter tractable (FPT). Note that a clique modulator of a graph G is a set D of69
vertices such that G−D is a clique. When using the size of a clique modulator as a parameter70
we will for convenience assume that the modulator is given as part of the input. Note that71
this assumption is not necessary (however it avoids having to repeat how to compute a clique72
modulator) as we will show in Section 2.1 that computing a clique modulator of size k is73
FPT and can be approximated to within a factor of two.74
75
Input: A graph G, a clique modulator D of size k for G, and a list L(v) of colors for
every v ∈ V (G).
Problem: Is there a proper list coloring for G?
List Coloring Clique Modulator parameterized by k
76
77
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78
Input: A graph G, a clique modulator D of size k for G, and a pre-coloring λP : X → Q
for X ⊆ V (G) where Q is a set of colors.
Problem: Can λP be extended to a proper coloring of G using only colors from Q?
Pre-Coloring Extension Clique Modulator parameterized by k
79
80
In Section 3 we show that List Coloring Clique Modulator is FPT. We first show81
a randomized O∗(2k log k)-time algorithm, then we improve the running time to O∗(2k) using82
more refined approaches. Note that all our randomized algorithms are one-sided error83
algorithms having a constant probability of being wrong, when the algorithm outputs no.84
We note that the time O∗(2k) matches the best known running time of O∗(2n) for85
Chromatic Number (where n = |V (G)|) [5], while applying to a more powerful parameter.86
It is a long-open problem whether Chromatic Number can be solved in time O(2cn) for87
some c < 1 and Cygan et al. [12] ask whether it is possible to show that such algorithms are88
impossible assuming the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH).89
We conclude Section 3 by showing that List Coloring Clique Modulator does not90
admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. The reduction used to prove this result91
allows us to observe that if List Coloring Clique Modulator could be solved in time92
O(2cknO(1)) for some c < 1, then the well-known Set Cover problem could be solved in93
time O(2c|U ||F|O(1)), where U and F are universe and family of subsets, respectively. The94
existence of such an algorithm is open, and it has been conjectured that no such algorithm is95
possible under SETH; see Cygan et al. [12]. Thus, up to the assumption of this conjecture96
(called Set Cover Conjecture [22]) and SETH, our O∗(2k)-time algorithm for List Coloring97
Clique Modulator is best possible w.r.t. its dependency on k.98
In Section 4, we consider Pre-Coloring Extension Clique Modulator, which is99
a subproblem of List Coloring Clique Modulator and prove that Pre-Coloring100
Extension Clique Modulator, unlike List Coloring Clique Modulator, admits101
a polynomial kernel: a linear kernel with at most 3k vertices. This kernel builds on a102
known, but counter-intuitive property of bipartite matchings (see Proposition 2), which was103
previously used in kernelization by Bodlaender et al. [6].104
In Section 5, we study an open problem stated by Banik et al. [3]. In a classic result, Chor105
et al. [9] showed that Coloring has a linear vertex kernel parameterized by k = n− p, i.e.,106
if the task is to “save k colors”. Arora et al. [2] consider the following as a natural extension107
to list coloring, and show that it is in XP. Banik et al. [3] show that the problem is FPT, but108
leave as an open question whether it admits a polynomial kernel.109
110
Input: A graph G on n vertices, an integer k, and a list L(v) of exactly n− k colors for
every v ∈ V (G).
Problem: Is there a proper list coloring for G?
(n− k)-Regular List Coloring parameterized by k
111
112
We answer this question in affirmative by giving a kernel with O(k2) vertices and colors,113
as well as a compression to a variation of the problem with O(k) vertices, encodable in114
O(k2 log k) bits. We note that this compression is asymptotically almost tight, as even115
4-Coloring does not admit a compression into O(n2−ε) bits for any ε > 0 unless the116
polynomial hierarchy collapses [20].117
This kernel is more intricate than the above. Via known reduction rules from Banik et118
al. [3], we can compute a clique modulator of at most 2k vertices (hence our result for List119
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Coloring Clique Modulator also solves (n − k)-Regular List Coloring in 2O(k)120
time). However, the usual “crown rules” (as in [9] and in Section 4) are not easily applied121
here, due to complications with the color lists. Instead, we are able to show a set of O(k)122
vertices whose colorability make up the “most interesting” part of the problem, leading to123
the above-mentioned compression and kernel.124
Finally, in Section 6, we consider further natural pre-coloring and list coloring variants of125
the “saving k colors” problem of Chor et al. [9]. We show that the known fixed-parameter126
tractability and linear kernelizability [9] carries over to a natural pre-coloring generalization127
but fails for a more general list coloring variant. Since (n− k)-Regular List Coloring128
was originally introduced in [2] as a list coloring variant of the “saving k colors” problem,129
it is natural to consider other such variants. We conclude the paper in Section 7, where in130
particular a number of open questions are discussed.131
Omitted proofs are marked by (?).132
2 Preliminaries133
2.1 Graphs, Matchings, and Clique Modulator134
We consider finite simple undirected graphs. For basic terminology on graphs, we refer to a135
standard textbook [13]. Let H = (V,E) be an undirected bipartite graph with bi-partition136
(A,B). We say that a set C is a Hall set for A or B if C ⊆ A or C ⊆ B, respectively, and137
|NH(C)| < |C|. We will need the following well-known properties for matchings.138
I Proposition 1 (Hall’s Theorem [13]). Let G be an undirected bipartite graph with bi-partition139
(A,B). Then G has a matching saturating A if and only if there is no Hall set for A, i.e.,140
for every A′ ⊆ A, it holds that |N(A′)| ≥ |A′|.141
I Proposition 2 ([6, Theorem 2]). Let G be a bipartite graph with bi-partition (X,Y ) and142
let XM be the set of all vertices in X that are endpoints of a maximum matching M of G.143
Then, for every Y ′ ⊆ Y , it holds that G contains a matching that covers Y ′ if and only if so144
does G[XM ∪ Y ].145
Clique Modulator Let G be an undirected graph. We say that a set D ⊆ V (G) is a clique146
modulator for G if G−D is a clique. Since we will use the size of a smallest clique modulator147
as a parameter for our coloring problems, it is natural to ask whether the following problem148
can be solved efficiently.149
150
Input: A graph G and an integer k
Problem: Does G have a clique modulator of size at most k?
Clique Modulator parameterized by k
151
152
The following proposition shows that this is indeed the case. Namely, Clique Modu-153
lator is both FPT and can be approximated within a factor of two. The former is important154
for our FPT algorithms and the later for our kernelization algorithms as it allows us to not155
depend on a clique modulator given as part of the input.156
I Proposition 3. (?) Clique Modulator is fixed-parameter tractable (in time O∗(1.2738k))157
and can be approximated within a factor of two.158
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2.2 Parameterized Complexity159
An instance of a parameterized problem Π is a pair (I, k) where I is the main part and k160
is the parameter ; the latter is usually a non-negative integer. A parameterized problem is161
fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if there exists a computable function f such that instances162
(I, k) can be solved in time O(f(k)|I|c) where |I| denotes the size of I and c is an absolute163
constant. The class of all fixed-parameter tractable decision problems is called FPT and164
algorithms which run in the time specified above are called FPT algorithms. As in other165
literature on FPT algorithms, we will often omit the polynomial factor in O(f(k)|I|c) and166
write O∗(f(k)) instead. To establish that a problem under a specific parameterization is not167
in FPT we prove that it is W[1]-hard as it is widely believed that FPT6=W[1].168
A reduction rule R for a parameterized problem Π is an algorithm A that given an instance169
(I, k) of a problem Π returns an instance (I ′, k′) of the same problem. The reduction rule is170
said to be safe if it holds that (I, k) ∈ Π if and only if (I ′, k′) ∈ Π. If A runs in polynomial171
time in |I|+k then R is a polynomial-time reduction rule. Often we omit the adjectives “safe”172
and “polynomial-time” in “safe polynomial-time reduction rule” as we consider only such173
reduction rules.174
A kernelization (or, a kernel) of a parameterized problem Π is a reduction rule such175
that |I ′|+ k′ ≤ f(k) for some computable function f . Note that a decidable parameterized176
problem is FPT if and only if it admits a kernel [11, 15, 17]. The function f is called the size177
of the kernel, and we have a polynomial kernel if f(k) is polynomially bounded in k.178
A kernelization can be generalized by considering a reduction (rule) from a parameterized179
problem Π to another parameterized problem Π′. Then instead of a kernel we obtain a180
generalized kernel (also called a bikernel [1] in the literature). If the problem Π′ is not181
parameterized, then a reduction from Π to Π′ (i.e., (I, k) to I ′) is called a compression,182
which is polynomial if |I ′| ≤ p(k), where p is a fixed polynomial in k. If there is a polynomial183
compression from Π to Π′ and Π′ is polynomial-time reducible back to Π, then combining184
the compression with the reduction gives a polynomial kernel for Π.185
3 List Coloring Clique Modulator186
The following lemma is often used in the design of randomized algorithms.187
I Lemma 4. (Schwartz-Zippel [26, 30]). Let P (x1, . . . , xn) be a multivariate polynomial188
of total degree at most d over a field F, and assume that P is not identically zero. Pick189
r1, . . . , rn uniformly at random from F. Then Pr[P (r1, . . . , rn) = 0] ≤ d/|F|.190
Both parts of the next lemma will be used in this section. The part for fields of191
characteristic two was proved by Wahlström [28]. The part for reals can be proved similarly.192
I Lemma 5. Let P (x1, . . . , xn) be a polynomial over a field of characteristic two (over reals,193
respectively), and J ⊆ [n] a set of indices. For a set I ⊆ [n], define P−I(x1, . . . , xn) =194
P (y1, . . . , yn), where yi = 0 for i ∈ I and yi = xi, otherwise. Define195
Q(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
I⊆J
P−I(x1, . . . , xn)196
(Q(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
I⊆J
(−1)|I|P−I(x1, . . . , xn), respectively).197
Then for any monomial T divisible by Πi∈Jxi we have coefQT = coefPT, and for every other198
monomial T we have coefQT = 0.199
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Using the lemmas, we can prove the following:200
I Theorem 6. List Coloring Clique Modulator can be solved by a randomized201
algorithm in time O∗(2k log k).202
Proof. Let L =
⋃
V ∈V (G) L(v) and C = G−D. We say that a proper list coloring λ for G203
is compatible with (D,D′) if:204
D = {D1, . . . , Dp} is the partition of all vertices in D that do not reuse colors used by λ205
in C into color classes given by λ and206
D = {D′1, . . . , D′t} is the partition of all vertices in D that do reuse colors used by λ in C207
into color classes given by λ.208
Note that {D1, . . . , Dp, D′1, . . . , D′t} is the partition of D into color classes given by λ.209
For a given pair (D,D′), we will now construct a bipartite graph B (with weights on210
its edges) such that B has a perfect matching satisfying certain additional properties if211
and only if G has a proper list coloring that is compatible with (D,D′). B has bi-partition212
(C ∪ {D1, . . . , Dp}, L) and an edge between a vertex c ∈ C and a vertex ` ∈ L if and only if213
` ∈ L(u). Moreover, B has an edge between a vertex Di and a vertex ` ∈ L if and only if214
` ∈ ⋂d∈Di L(d). Finally, if c ∈ C and ` ∈ L, then assign the edge c` weight ∑j∈J xj , where215




L(d)) ∩ L(c) and c is not adjacent to216
any vertex in D′j . All other edges in B are given weight 1. In the following we will assume217
that B is balanced; if this is not the case then we simply add the right amount of dummy218
vertices to the smaller side and make them adjacent (with an edge of weight 1) to all vertices219
in the opposite side. Note that B has a perfect matching M such that there is a bijection α220
between [t] and t edges in M such that for every i ∈ [t], the weight of the edge α(i) contains221
the term xi if and only if G has a proper list coloring that is compatible with (D,D′).222
Let M be the weighted incidence matrix of B, i.e., M is an |V (B)/2| × |V (B)/2| matrix223
such that its entries Li,j equal to the weight of the edge between the i-th vertex on one side224
and the j-th vertex on the other side of B if it exists and Li,j = 0 otherwise.225
Note that the permanent per(M) of M equals to the sum of the products of entries of M ,226
where each product corresponds to a perfect matching Q of B and is equal to the product of227
the entries of M corresponding to the edges of Q. Some of the entries of M contain sums of228
variables xj , j ∈ [t] and thus per(M) is a polynomial in these variables.229
Now it is not hard to see that per(M) contains the monomial
∏t
j=1 xj if and only if B230
has a perfect matching M such that there is a bijection α between [t] and t edges in M231
such that for every i ∈ [t], the weight of the edge α(i) contains the term xi, which in turn is232
equivalent to G having a proper list coloring that is compatible with (D,D′).233
Hence, deciding whether G has a proper list coloring that is compatible with (D,D′) boils234
down to deciding whether the permanent of M contains the monomial
∏t
j=1 xj . For any235
evaluation of variables xj , we can compute per(M) over the field of characteristic two by236
replacing permanent with determinant, which can be computed in polynomial-time [7].237
Now let P (x1, . . . , xt) = det(M) and Q(x1, . . . , xt) =
∑
I⊆[t] P−I(x1, . . . , xt). Note that238
Q(x1, . . . , xt) 6= 0 if and only if det(M) contains the monomial
∏t
j=1 xj . Moreover, using239
Lemmas 4 and 5 (with P and Q just defined), we can verify in time O∗(2t) whether240
Q(x1, . . . , xt) = 0 (i.e. whether det(M) contains the monomial
∏t
j=1 xj) with probability at241
least 1− t|F| ≥ 1− 1t for a field F of characteristic 2 such that |F| ≥ t2.242
Our algorithm sets t = k and for every pair (D,D′), where D∪D′ is a partition of D into243
independent sets, constructs graph B and matrix M . It then verifies in time O∗(2t) whether244
Q(x1, . . . , xt) = 0 and if Q(x1, . . . , xt) 6= 0 it returns ‘Yes’ and terminates. If the algorithm245
runs to the end, it returns ‘No’.246
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Note that the time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the number of choices247
for (D,D′), which is in turn dominated by O∗(Bk), where Bk is the k-th Bell number. By248
Berend and Tassa [4], Bk < ( 0.792kln(k+1) )k, and thus O∗(Bk) = O∗(2k log k). J249
3.1 A faster FPT algorithm250
We now show a faster FPT algorithm, running in time O∗(2k). It is a variation on the same251
algebraic sieving technique as above, but instead of guessing a partition of the modulator it252
works over a more complex matrix. We begin by defining the matrix, then we show how to253
perform the sieving step in O∗(2k) time.254
3.1.1 Matrix definition255
As before, let L =
⋃
v∈V (G) L(v) be the set of all colors, and let C = G − D. Define an256
auxiliary bipartite graph H = (UH ∪ VH , EH) where initially UH = V (G) and VH = L, and257
where v` ∈ EH for v ∈ V (G), ` ∈ L if and only if ` ∈ L(v). Additionally, introduce a set258
L′ = {`′d | d ∈ D} of k artificial colors, add L′ to VH , and for each d ∈ D connect `′d to d but259
to no other vertex. Finally, pad UH with |VH | − |UH | artificial vertices connected to all of260
VH ; note that this is a non-negative number, since otherwise |L| < |V (C)| and we may reject261
the instance.262
Next, we associate with every edge v` ∈ EH a set S(v`) ⊆ 2D as follows.263
If v ∈ V (C), then S(v`) contains all sets S ⊆ D such that the following hold: 1. S is264
an independent set in G, 2. N(v) ∩ S = ∅, 3. ` ∈ ⋂s∈S L(s).265
If v ∈ D and ` ∈ L, then S(v`) contains all sets S ⊆ D such that the following hold: 1.266
v ∈ S, 2. S is an independent set in G, 3. ` ∈ ⋂s∈S L(s).267
If v or ` is an artificial vertex – in particular, if ` = `′d for some d ∈ D – then S(v`) = {∅}.268
Finally, define a matrix A of dimensions |UH | × |VH |, with rows labeled by UH and columns269
labeled by VH , whose entries are polynomials as follows. Define a set of variables X =270
{xd | d ∈ D} corresponding to vertices of D, and additionally a set Y = {ye | e ∈ EH}. Then271




s∈S xs, where as usual272
an empty product equals 1. Then for each edge v` ∈ EH we let A[v, `] = yv`P (v`), and the273
remaining entries of A are 0. We argue the following. (Expert readers may note although274
the argument can be sharpened to show the existence of a multilinear term, we do not wish275
to argue that there exists such a term with odd coefficient. Therefore we use the simpler276
sieving of Lemma 5 instead of full multilinear detection, cf. [11].)277
I Lemma 7. Let A be defined as above. Then detA (as a polynomial) contains a monomial278
divisible by
∏
x∈X x if and only if G is properly list colorable.279
Proof. We first note that no cancellation happens in detA. Note that monomials of detA280
correspond (many-to-one) to perfect matchings of H, and thanks to the formal variables Y ,281
two monomials corresponding to distinct perfect matchings never interact. On the other282
hand, if we fix a perfect matching M in H, then the contributions of M to detA equal283
σM
∏
e∈M yeP (e), where σM ∈ {1,−1} is a sign term depending only on M . Since the284
polynomials P (e) contain only positive coefficients, no cancellation occur, and every selection285
of a perfect matching M of H and a factor from every polynomial P (e), e ∈ M results286
(many-to-one) to a monomial with non-zero coefficient in detA.287
We now proceed with the proof. On the one hand, let c be a proper list coloring of G.288
Define an ordering ≺ on V (G) such that V (C) precedes D, and define a matching M as289
follows. For every vertex v ∈ V (C), add vc(v) to M . For every vertex v ∈ D, add vc(v)290
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to M if v is the first vertex according to ≺ that uses color c(v), otherwise add v`′v to M .291
Note that M is a matching in H of |V (G)| edges. Pad M to a perfect matching in H by292
adding arbitrary edges connected to the artificial vertices in UH ; note that this is always293
possible. Finally, for every edge v` ∈M with ` ∈ L we let Dv` = D ∩ c−1(`). Observe that294
for every edge v` in M , Dv` ∈ S(v`); indeed, this holds by construction of S(v`) and since c295
is a proper list coloring. Further let pv` =
∏
v∈Dv` xv; thus pv` is a term of P (v`). It follows,296





is a monomial of detA for some constant α > 0, where σM ∈ {1,−1} is the sign term for M .299
It remains to verify that every variable xd ∈ X occurs in some term pv`. Let ` = c(d) and let300
v be the earliest vertex according to ≺ such that c(v) = `. Then v` ∈M and xd occurs in301
pv`. This finishes the first direction of the proof.302
On the other hand, assume that detA contains a monomial T divisible by
∏
x∈X x, and303
let M be the corresponding perfect matching of H. Let T = α
∏
e∈M yepe for some constant304
factor α, where pe is a term of P (e) for every e ∈ M . Clearly such a selection is possible;305
if it is ambiguous, make the selection arbitrarily. Now define a mapping c : V (G) → L as306
follows. For v ∈ V (C), let v` ∈M be the unique edge connected to v, and set c(v) = `. For307
v ∈ D, let v′ be the earliest vertex according to ≺ such that xv occurs in pv′`, where v′` ∈M .308
Set c(v) = `. We verify that c is a proper list coloring of G. First of all, note that c(v) is309
defined for every v ∈ V (G) and that c(v) ∈ L(v). Indeed, if v ∈ V (C) then c(v) ∈ L(v) since310
vc(v) ∈ EH ; and if v ∈ D then c(v) ∈ L(v) is verified in the creation of the term pvc(v) in311
P (vc(v)). Next, consider two vertices u, v ∈ V (G) with c(u) = c(v). If u, v ∈ D, then u and312
v are represented in the same term pv′c(v) for some v′, hence u and v form an independent313
set; otherwise assume u ∈ V (C). Note that u, v ∈ V (C) is impossible since otherwise the314
matching M would contain two edges uc(u) and vc(u) which intersect. Thus v ∈ D, and v315
is represented in the term puc(u). Therefore uv /∈ E(G), by construction of P (uc(u)). We316
conclude that c is a proper coloring respecting the lists L(v), i.e., a proper list coloring. J317
3.1.2 Fast evaluation318
By the above description, we can test for the existence of a list coloring of G using 2k319
evaluations of detA, as in Theorem 6; and each evaluation can be performed in O∗(2k) time,320
including the time to evaluate the polynomials P (v`), making for a running time of O∗(4k)321
in total (or O∗(3k) with more careful analysis). We show how to perform the entire sieving322
in time O∗(2k) using fast subset convolution.323
For I ⊆ D, let us define A−I as A with all occurrences of variables xi, i ∈ I replaced324
by 0, and for every edge v` of H, let P (v`)−I denote the polynomial P (v`) with xi, i ∈ I325
replaced by 0. Then a generic entry (v, `) of A−I equals A−I [v, `] = yv`P−I(v`), and in order326
to construct A−I it suffices to pre-compute the value of P−I(v`) for every edge v` ∈ EH ,327
I ⊆ D. For this, we need the fast zeta transform of Yates [29], which was introduced to exact328
algorithms by Björklund et al. [5].329
I Lemma 8 ([29, 5]). Given a function f : 2N → R for some ground set N and ring R, we330
may compute all values of fˆ : 2N → R defined as fˆ(S) =∑A⊆S f(A) using O∗(2|N |) ring331
operations.332
We show the following lemma, which is likely to have analogs in the literature, but we333
provide a short proof for the sake of completeness.334
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I Lemma 9. Given an evaluation of the variables X, the value of P−I(v`) can be computed335
for all I ⊆ D and all v` ∈ EH in time and space O∗(2k).336



















using Iverson bracket notation.1 Using f(S) = [S ∈ S(v`)]∏s∈S xs, this clearly fits the form340
of Lemma 8, with fˆ(D − I) = P−I(v`). Hence we apply Lemma 8 for every edge v` ∈ EH ,341
for O∗(2k) time per edge, making O∗(2k) time in total to compute all values. J342
Having access to these values, it is now easy to complete the algorithm.343
I Theorem 10. List Coloring Clique Modulator can be solved by a randomized344
algorithm in time O∗(2k).345
Proof. Let A be the matrix defined above (but do not explicitly construct it yet). By346
Lemma 7, we need to check whether detA contains a monomial divisible by
∏
x∈X x, and by347
Lemma 5 this is equivalent to testing whether
∑
I⊆D(−1)|I| detA−I 6≡ 0. By the Schwartz-348
Zippel lemma, it suffices to randomly evaluate the variables X and Y occurring in A and349
evaluate this sum once; if G has a proper list coloring and if the values of X and Y are350
chosen among sufficiently many values, then with high probability the result is non-zero, and351
if not, then the result is guaranteed to be zero. Thus the algorithm is as follows.352
1. Instantiate variables of X and Y uniformly at random from [N ] for some sufficiently large353
N . Note that for an error probability of ε > 0, it suffices to use N = Ω(n2(1/ε)).354
2. Use Lemma 9 to fill in a table with the value of P−I(v`) for all I and v` in time O∗(2k).355
3. Compute
∑
I⊆D(−1)|I| detA−I , constructing A−I from the values P−I(v`) in polynomial356
time in each step.357
4. Answer YES if the result is non-zero, NO otherwise.358
Clearly this runs in total time and space O∗(2k) and the correctness follows from the359
arguments above. J360
3.2 Refuting Polynomial Kernel361
In this section, we prove that List Coloring Clique Modulator does not admit a362
polynomial kernel. We prove this result by a polynomial parameter transformation from363
Hitting Set where the parameter is the number of sets, which is known not to have a364
polynomial kernel [14].365
I Theorem 11. (?) List Coloring Clique Modulator parameterized by k does not366
admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.367
We note here that the reduction also shows that if List Coloring Clique Modulator368
could be solved in time O(2knO(1)) for some  < 1, then Hitting Set could be solved in369
time O(2|F||U |O(1)), which in turn would imply that any instance I with universe U and set370
family F of the well-known Set Cover problem could be solved in time O(2|U ||F|O(1)). The371
existence of such an algorithm is open, and it has been conjectured that no such algorithm372
1 Recall that for a logical proposition P , [P ] = 1 if P is true and 0, otherwise.
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is possible under SETH (the strong exponential-time hypothesis); see Cygan et al. [12].373
Thus, up to the assumption of this conjecture and SETH, the algorithm for List Coloring374
Clique Modulator given in Theorem 10 is best possible w.r.t. its dependency on k.375
4 Polynomial kernel for Pre-Coloring Extension Clique376
Modulator377
In the following let (G,D, k, λP , X,Q) be an instance of Pre-Coloring Extension Clique378
Modulator, let C = G − D, let DP be the set of all pre-colored vertices in D, and let379
D′ = D \DP .380
I Reduction Rule 1. Remove any vertex v ∈ D′ that has less than |Q| neighbors in G.381
The proof of the following lemma is obvious and thus omitted.382
I Lemma 12. Reduction Rule 1 is safe and can be implemented in polynomial time.383
Note that if Reduction Rule 1 can no longer be applied, then every vertex in D′ has at least384
|Q| neighbors, which because of |Q| ≥ |C| implies that every such vertex has at most |D| ≤ k385
non-neighbors in G and hence also in C. Let CN be the set of all vertices in C that are not386
adjacent to all vertices in D′ and let C ′ = C − CN . Note that |CN | ≤ |D||D| ≤ k2.387
We show next how to reduce the size of CN to k. Note that this step is optional if our388
aim is solely to obtain a polynomial kernel, however, it allows us to reduce the number389
of vertices in the resulting kernel from O(k2) to O(k). Let J be the bipartite graph with390
partition (CN , D) having an edge between c ∈ CN and d ∈ D if {c, d} /∈ E(G).391
I Reduction Rule 2. If A ⊆ CN is an inclusion-wise minimal set satisfying |A| > |NJ (A)|,392
then remove the vertices in D′ ∩NJ(A) from G.393
Note that after the application of Reduction Rule 2, the vertices in A are implicitly removed394
from CN and added to C ′ since all their non-neighbors in D′ (i.e. the vertices in D′ ∩NJ (A))395
are removed from the graph.396
I Lemma 13. Reduction Rule 2 is safe and can be implemented in polynomial time.397
Proof. It is clear that the rule can be implemented in polynomial-time. Towards showing the398
safeness of the rule, it suffices to show that G has a coloring extending λP using only colors399
from Q if and only if so does G\(D′∩NJ (A)). Since G\(D′∩NJ (A)) is a subgraph of G, the400
forward direction of this statement is trivial. So assume that G \ (D′ ∩NJ (A)) has a coloring401
λ extending λP using only colors from Q. Because the set A is inclusion-minimal, we obtain402
from Proposition 1, that there is a (maximum) matching, say M , between NJ(A) and A in403
J that saturates NJ (A). Moreover, it follows from the definition of J that every vertex in A404
is adjacent to every vertex in D \NJ (A) in the graph G. Hence, we obtain that every color405
in λ(A) appears exactly once. Hence, we can extend λ into a coloring λ′ for G by coloring406
the vertices in D′ ∩ NJ(A) according to the matching M . More formally, let λD′∩NJ (A)407
be the coloring for the vertices in D′ ∩ NJ(A) by setting λD′∩NJ (A)(v) = λ(u) for every408
v ∈ D′ ∩NJ(A), where {v, u} ∈ M . Then, we obtain λ′ by setting: λ′(v) = λ(v) for every409
v ∈ V (G) \ (D′ ∩NJ(A)) and λ′(v) = λD′∩NJ (A)(v) for every vertex v ∈ D′ ∩NJ(A). J410
Note that because of Proposition 1, we obtain that there is a set A ⊆ CN with |A| > |NJ (A)|411
as long as |CN | > |D|. Moreover, since NJ(A) ∩D′ 6= ∅ for every such set A (due to the412
definition of CN ), we obtain that Reduction Rule 2 is applicable as long as |CN | > |D|.413
Hence after an exhaustive application of Reduction Rule 2, we obtain that |CN | ≤ |D′| ≤ k.414
We now introduce our final two reduction rules, which allow us to reduce the size of C ′.415
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I Reduction Rule 3. Let v ∈ V (C ′) be a pre-colored vertex with color λP (v). Then remove416
λ−1P (λP (v)) from G and λP (v) from Q.417
I Lemma 14. Reduction Rule 3 is safe and can be implemented in polynomial time.418
Proof. Because v ∈ V (C ′), it holds that only vertices in DP can have color λP (v), but419
these are already pre-colored. Hence in any coloring for G that extends λP , the vertices in420
λ−1P (λP (v)) are the only vertices that obtain color λP (v), which implies the safeness of the421
rule. J422
Because of Reduction Rule 3, we can from now on assume that no vertex in C ′ is pre-colored.423
Note that the only part of G, whose size is not yet bounded by a polynomial in the424
parameter k is C ′. To reduce the size of C ′, we need will make use of Proposition 2.425
Let P = λP (DP ) and H be the bipartite graph with bi-partition (C ′, P ) containing an426
edge between c′ ∈ C ′ and p ∈ P if and only if c′ is not adjacent to a vertex pre-colored by p427
in G.428
I Reduction Rule 4. Let M be a maximum matching in H and let CM be the endpoints429
of M in C ′. Then remove all vertices in CM := C ′ \ CM from G and remove an arbitrary430
set of |CM | colors from Q \ λP (X). (Recall that λP : X → Q.)431
In the following let CM and CM be as defined in the above reduction rule for an arbitrary432
maximum matching M of H. To show that the reduction rule is safe, we need the following433
auxiliary lemma, which shows that if a coloring for G reuses colors from P in C ′, then those434
colors can be reused solely on the vertices in CM .435
I Lemma 15. If there is a coloring λ for G extending λP using only colors in Q, then there436
is a coloring λ′ for G extending λP using only colors in Q such that λ′(CM ) ∩ P = ∅.437
Proof. Let CP be the set of all vertices v in C ′ with λ(v) ∈ P . If CP ∩ CM = ∅, then438
setting λ′ equal to λ satisfies the claim of the lemma. Hence assume that CP ∩ CM 6= ∅.439
Let N be the matching in H containing the edges {v, λ(v)} for every v ∈ CP ; note that N440
is indeed a matching in H, because CP is a clique in G. Because of Proposition 2, there441
is a matching N ′ in H[CM ∪ P ] such that N ′ has exactly the same endpoints in P as N .442
Let CM [N ′] be the endpoints of N ′ in CM and let λA be the coloring of the vertices in443
CM [N ′] corresponding to the matching N ′, i.e., a vertex v in CM [N ′] obtains the unique444
color p ∈ P such that {v, p} ∈ N ′. Finally, let α be an arbitrary bijection between the445
vertices in (V (N) ∩ C ′) \ CM [N ′] and the vertices in CM [N ′] \ (V (N) ∩ C ′), which exists446
because |N | = |N ′|. We now obtain λ′ from λ by setting λ′(v) = λA(v) for every v ∈ CM [N ′],447
λ′(v) = λ(α(v)) for every vertex v ∈ (V (N)∩C ′) \CM [N ′], and λ′(v) = λ(v) for every other448
vertex. To see that λ′ is a proper coloring note that λ′(C ′) = λ(C ′). Moreover, all the colors449
in λ(C ′) \P are “universal colors” in the sense that exactly one vertex of G obtains the color450
and hence those colors can be freely moved around in C ′. Finally, the matching N ′ in H451
ensures that the vertices in CM [N ′] can be colored using the colors from P . J452
I Lemma 16. Reduction Rule 4 is safe and can be implemented in polynomial time.453
Proof. Note first that the reduction can always be applied since if Q \ λP (X) contains454
less than |CM | colors, then the instance is a no-instance. It is clear that the rule can455
be implemented in polynomial time using any polytime algorithm for finding a maximum456
matching. Moreover, if the reduced graph has a coloring extending λP using only the colors457
in Q, then so does the original graph, since the vertices in CM can be colored with the colors458
removed from the original instance.459
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Hence, it remains to show that if G has a coloring, say λ, extending λP using only colors460
in Q, then G \CM has a coloring extending λP that uses only colors in Q′ := Q \QM , where461
QM is the set of |CM | colors from Q \ λP (X) that have been removed from Q.462
Because of Lemma 15, we may assume that λ(CM ) ∩ P = ∅. Let B be the set of all463
vertices v in G − CM with λ(v) ∈ QM . If B = ∅, then λ is a coloring extending λP using464
only colors from Q′. Hence assume that B 6= ∅. Let A be the set of all vertices v in CM with465
λ(v) ∈ Q′. Then λ(A) ∩ λP (X) = ∅, which implies that every color in λ(A) appears only in466
CM (and exactly once in CM ). Moreover, |λ(A)| ≥ |λ(B)|. Let α be an arbitrary bijection467
between λ(B) and an arbitrary subset of λ(A) (of size |B|) and let λ′ be the coloring obtained468
from λ by setting λ′(v) = α(λ(v)) for every v ∈ B, λ′(v) = α−1(λ(v)) for every v ∈ A, and469
λ′(v) = λ(v), otherwise. Then λ′ restricted to G− CM is a coloring for G− CM extending470
λP using only colors from Q′. Note that λ′ is a proper coloring because the colors in λ(A)471
are not in P and hence do not appear anywhere else in G and moreover the colors in λ(B)472
do not appear in λ(CM ). J473
Note that after the application of Reduction Rule 4, it holds that |C ′| = |CM | ≤ |P | ≤474
|DP | ≤ |D| ≤ k. Together with the facts that |D| ≤ k, |CN | ≤ k, we obtain that the reduced475
graph has at most 3k vertices.476
I Theorem 17. Pre-Coloring Extension Clique Modulator admits a polynomial477
kernel with at most 3k vertices.478
5 Polynomial kernel and Compression for (n− k)-Regular List479
Coloring480
We now show our polynomial kernel and compression for (n− k)-Regular List Coloring,481
which is more intricate than the one for Pre-Coloring Extension Clique Modulator.482
Let (G, k, L) be an input of (n− k)-Regular List Coloring. We begin by noting that we483
can assume that G has a clique-modulator of size at most 2k.484
I Lemma 18 ([3]). In polynomial-time either we can either solve (G, k, L) or compute a485
clique-modulator for G of size at most 2k.486
Henceforth, we let V (G) = C ∪D where G[C] is a clique and D is a clique modulator,487
|D| ≤ 2k. Let T = ⋃v∈V (G) L(v). We note one further known reduction rules for (n− k)-488
Regular List Coloring. Consider the bipartite graph HG with bi-partition (V (G), T )489
having an edge between v ∈ V (G) and t ∈ T if and only if t ∈ L(v).490
I Reduction Rule 5 ([3]). Let T ′ be an inclusion-wise minimal subset of T such that491
|NHG(T ′)| < |T ′|, then remove all vertices in NHG(T ′) from G.492
Note that after an exhaustive application of Reduction Rule 5, it holds that |T | ≤ |V (G)|493
since otherwise Proposition 1 would ensure the applicability of the reduction rule. Hence in494
the following we will assume that |T | ≤ |V (G)|.495
With this preamble handled, let us proceed with the kernelization. We are not able496
to produce a direct ‘crown reduction rule’ for List Coloring, as for Pre-Coloring497
Extension (e.g., we do not know of a useful generalization of Reduction Rule 2). Instead,498
we need to study more closely which list colorings of G[D] extend to list colorings of G. For499
this purpose, let H = HG−D be the bipartite graph with bi-partition (C, T ) having an edge500
{c, t} with c ∈ C and t ∈ T if and only if t ∈ L(c). Say that a partial list coloring λ0 : A→ T501
is extensible if it can be extended to a proper list coloring λ of G. If D ⊆ A, then a sufficient502
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condition for this is that H − (A ∪ λ0(A)) admits a matching saturating C \A. (This is not503
a necessary condition, since some colors used in λ0(D) could be reused in λ(C \A), but this504
investigation will point in the right direction.) By Proposition 1, this is characterized by505
Hall sets in H − (A ∪ λ0(A)).506
A Hall set S ⊆ U in a bipartite graph G′ with bi-partition (U,W ) is trivial if N(S) = W .507
We start by noting that if a color occurs in sufficiently many vertex lists in H, then it behaves508
uniformly with respect to extensible partial colorings λ0 as above.509
I Lemma 19. Let λ0 : A→ T be a partial list coloring where |A ∩C| ≤ p and let t ∈ T be a510
color that occurs in at least k + p lists in C. Then t is not contained in any non-trivial Hall511
set of colors in H − (A ∪ λ0(A)).512
Proof. Let H ′ = H − (A ∪ λ0(A)). Consider any Hall set of colors S ⊂ (T \ λ0(A))513
and any vertex v ∈ C \ (A ∪ NH′(S)) (which exists assuming S is non-trivial). Then514
S ⊆ T \ L(v), hence |S| ≤ k, and by assumption |NH′(S)| < |S|. But for every t′ ∈ S, we515
have NH(t′) ⊆ NH′(S) ∪ (A ∩ C), hence t′ occurs in at most |NH′(S) ∪ (A ∩ C)| < k + p516
vertex lists in C. Thus t /∈ S. J517
In the following, we will assume that n ≥ 11k.2 This is safe, since otherwise (by Reduction518
Rule 5) we already have a kernel with a linear number of vertices and colors. We say that a519
color t ∈ T is rare if it occurs in at most 6k lists of vertices in C.520
I Lemma 20. If n ≥ 11k, then there are at most 3k rare colors.521
Proof. Let S = {t ∈ T | dH(t) < 6k}. For every t ∈ S, there are |C| − 6k “non-occurrences”522
(i.e., vertices v ∈ C with t /∈ L(v)), and there are |C|k non-occurrences in total. Thus523
|S| · (|C| − 6k) ≤ |C|k ⇒ |S| ≤ |C||C| − 6kk = (1 +
6k
|C| − 6k )k,524
where the bound is monotonically decreasing in |C| and maximized (under the assumption525
that n ≥ 11k and hence |C| ≥ 9k) for |C| = 9k yielding |S| ≤ 3k. J526
Let TR ⊆ T be the set of rare colors. Define a new auxiliary bipartite graph H∗ with527
bi-partition (C,D ∪ TR) having an edge between a vertex c ∈ C and a vertex d ∈ D if528
{c, d} /∈ E(G) and an edge between a vertex c ∈ C and a vertex t ∈ TR if t ∈ L(c). Let X be529
a minimum vertex cover of H∗. Refer to the colors TR \X as constrained rare colors. Note530
that constrained rare colors only occur on lists of vertices in D∪(C∩X). Let T ′ = T \(TR\X),531
V ′ = (D \X) ∪ (C ∩X), and set q = |T ′| − |C \X|. Before we continue, we want to provide532
some useful observations about the sizes of the considered sets and numbers.533
I Observation 1. It holds that:534
|X| ≤ |D|+ |TR| ≤ 5k,535
|V ′| ≤ |D|+ |X| ≤ 7k,536
q ≤ |T | − |C|+ |C ∩X| ≤ |D|+ |X| ≤ 7k; this holds because |T | ≤ |V | = |C|+ |D|.537
I Lemma 21. Assume n ≥ 11k. Then G has a list coloring if and only if there is a partial538
list coloring λ0 : V ′ → T that uses at most q = |T ′| − |C \X| colors from T ′.539
2 The constants 11k and 6k in this paragraph are chosen to make the arguments work smoothly. A
smaller kernel is possible with a more careful analysis and further reduction rules.
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Proof. The number of colors usable in C \X is |T ′|−p where p is the number counted above540
(since constrained rare colors cannot be used in C \X even if they are unused in λ0). Thus541
it is a requirement that |T ′| − p ≥ |C \X|. That is, p ≤ |T ′| − |C \X| = q. Thus necessity542
is clear. We show sufficiency as well. That is, let λ0 be a partial list coloring with scope543
V ′ = (C ∩X) ∪ (D \X) which uses at most q colors of T ′. We modify and extend λ0 to a544
list coloring of G.545
First let H0 be the bipartite graph with bi-partition (V, TR \X) and let M0 be a matching546
saturating TR \X; note that this exists by reduction rule 5. We modify λ0 to a coloring λ′0547
so that every constrained rare color is used by λ′0, by iterating over every color t ∈ TR \X;548
for every t, if t is not yet used by λ′0, then let vt ∈M0 and update λ′0 with λ′0(v) = t. Note549
that the scope of λ′0 after this modification is contained in (C ∩X) ∪D. Next, let M be a550
maximum matching in H∗. We use M to further extend λ′0 in stages to a partial list coloring551
λ which colors all of D and uses all rare colors. In phase 1, for every color t ∈ TR ∩ X552
which is not already used, let vt ∈M be the edge covering t and assign λ(v) = t. Note that553
M matches every vertex of X in H∗ with a vertex not in X, thus the edge vt exists and554
v has not yet been assigned in λ. Hence, at every step we maintain a partial list coloring,555
and at the end of the phase all rare colors have been assigned. Finally, as phase 2, for556
every vertex v ∈ D ∩X not yet assigned, let uv ∈ M where u ∈ C; necessarily u ∈ C \X557
and u is as of yet unassigned in λ. The number of colors assigned in λ thus far is at most558
|X|+ |D| ≤ |TR|+ 2|D| ≤ 7k, whereas |L(u)∩L(v)| ≥ n− 2k ≥ 9k, hence there always exists559
an unused shared color that can be mapped to λ(u) = λ(v). Let λ be the resulting partial560
list coloring. We claim that λ can be extended to a list coloring of G.561
Let A be the scope of λ and let H ′ = H − (A ∩ λ(A)). Note that A ∩ C ⊆ V (M), hence562
|A ∩ C| ≤ |D|+ |TR| ≤ 5k. Thus by Lemma 19, no non-trivial Hall set in H ′ can contain a563
rare color. However, all rare colors are already used in λ. Thus H ′ contains no non-trivial564
Hall set of colors. Thus the only possibility that λ is not extensible is that H ′ has a trivial565
Hall set, i.e., |T \ λ(A)| < |C \A|. However, note that every modification after λ′0 added one566
vertex to A and one color to λ(A), hence the balance between the two sides is unchanged.567
Thus already the partial coloring λ′0 leaves behind a trivial Hall set. However, λ′0 colors568
precisely C ∩X in C and leaves at least |T ′| − q colors remaining. By design this is at least569
|C \X|, yielding a contradiction. Thus we find that H ′ contains no Hall set, and λ is a list570
coloring of G. J571
Before we give our compression, we need the following auxiliary lemma.572
I Lemma 22. T ′ contains at least |T ′| − |V ′|k colors that are universal to all vertices in V ′.573
Proof. The list of every vertex v ∈ V ′ misses at most k colors from T ′. Hence all but at574
most |V ′|k colors in T ′ are universal to all vertices in V ′. J575
For clarity, let us define the output problem of our compression explicitly.576
577
Input: A graph G, a set T of colors, a list L(v) ⊆ T for every v ∈ V (G), and a pair
(T ′, q) where T ′ ⊆ T and q ∈ N.




I Theorem 23. (n− k)-Regular List Coloring admits a compression into an instance580
of Budget-Constrained List Coloring with at most 11k vertices and O(k2) colors,581
encodable in O(k2 log k) bits.582
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Proof. Lemma 21 shows that the existence of a list coloring in G is equivalent to the583
existence of a list coloring in G[V ′] that uses at most q colors from T ′. Since |V ′| ≤ 7k,584
it only remains to reduce the number of colors in TR ∪ T ′. Clearly, if |T ′| < |V ′|k + q,585
then |TR ∪ T ′| ≤ 3k + (7k)k ∈ O(k2) and there is nothing left to show. So suppose that586
|T ′| ≥ |V ′|k + q. Then, it follows from Lemma 22 that T ′ contains at least q colors that587
are universal to the vertices in V ′ and we obtain an equivalent instance by removing all588
but exactly q universal colors from T ′, which leaves us with an instance with at most589
|TR|+ q ≤ 3k + 7k2 ∈ O(k2) colors, as required. Finally, to describe the output concisely,590
note that G[V ′] can be trivially described in O(k2) bits, and the lists L(v) can be described591
by enumerating T \L(v) for every vertex v, which is k colors per vertex, each color identifiable592
by O(log k) bits. J593
Note that the compression is asymptotically essentially optimal, since even the basic594
4-Coloring problem does not allow a compression in O(n2−ε) bits for any ε > 0 unless the595
polynomial hierarchy collapses [20]. For completeness, we also give a proper kernel, which596
can be obtained in a similar manner to the compression given in Theorem 23.597
I Theorem 24. (n− k)-Regular List Coloring admits a kernel with O(k2) vertices and598
colors.599
Proof. We distinguish two cases depending on whether or not |T ′| < |V ′|k + q. If |T ′| <600
|V ′|k + q, then |T | ≤ |TR| + |T ′| < 3k + |V ′|k + q ≤ 3k + (7k)(k + 1) ∈ O(k2). Since601
a list coloring requires at least one distinct color for every vertex in C, it holds that602
|C| ≤ |T | ≤ 3k + (7k)(k + 1) and hence |V (G)| ≤ (3 + 7k)k + 2k ∈ O(k2), implying the603
desired kernel.604
If on the other hand, |T ′| ≥ |V ′|k+q, then, because of Lemma 22 it holds that T ′ contains605
a set U of exactly q colors that are universal to the vertices in V ′. Recall that Lemma 21606
shows that the existence of a list coloring in G is equivalent to the existence of a list coloring607
in G[V ′] that uses at most q = |T ′| − |C \X| colors from T ′. It follows that the graph G[V ′]608
has a list coloring using only colors in (TR \X)∪U if and only if G has a list coloring. Hence,609
it only remains to restore the regularity of the instance. We achieve this as follows. First we610
add a set TN of |(TR \X)∪U | novel colors. We then add these colors (arbitrarily) to the color611
lists of the vertices in V ′ such that the size of every list (for any vertex in V ′) is |(TR \X)∪U |.612
This clearly already makes the instance regular, however, now we also need to ensure that no613
vertex in V ′ can be colored with any of the new colors in TN . To achieve this we add a set CN614
of |TN | novel vertices to G[V ′], which we connect to every vertex in (C ∩X)∪CN and whose615
lists all contain all the new colors in TN . It is clear that the constructed instance is equivalent616
to the original instance since all the new colors in TN are required to color the new vertices in617
CN and hence no new color can be used to color a vertex in V ′. Moreover, D is still a clique618
modulator and the number k′ of missing colors (in each list of the constructed instance)619
is equal to |D| + |C ∩ X| ≤ 2k + 5k because the instance is (n − |D| − |C ∩ X|)-regular.620
Finally, the instance has at most |V ′ ∪ CN | ≤ 7k + 3k + 7k = 17k ∈ O(k) vertices and at621
most 2(|TR|+ |U |) ≤ 2(3k + 7k) = 20k ∈ O(k) colors, as required. J622
6 Saving k colors: Pre-coloring and List Coloring Variants623
In this section, we consider natural pre-coloring and list coloring variants of the “saving k624
colors” problem, which given a graph on n vertices and an integer k asks whether G has a625
proper coloring with at most n− k colors. This problem is known to be FPT (it even allows626
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for a linear kernel) [9], when parameterized by k. Notably the problem provided the main627
motivation for the introduction of (n− k)-Regular List Coloring in [3, 2].628
We consider the following (pre-coloring and list coloring) extensions of (n−k)-Coloring.629
630
Input: A graph G with n vertices and a pre-coloring λP : X → Q for X ⊆ V (G) where
Q is a set of colors.
Problem: Can λP be extended to a proper coloring of G using only colors from Q?




Input: A graph G on n vertices with a list L(v) of colors for every v ∈ V (G) and an
integer k.
Problem: Is there a proper list coloring of G using at most n− k colors?
List Coloring with n− k colors parameterized by k
634
635
Interestingly, we show that (n− |Q|)-Pre-Coloring Extension is FPT and even allows636
a linear kernel. Thus, we generalize the above-mentioned result of Chor et al. [9] (set637
Q = [n− k] and X = ∅). However, List Coloring with n− k colors is easily seen to be638
NP-hard (even for k = 0) using a trivial reduction from 3-Coloring.639
I Theorem 25. (?) (n− |Q|)-Pre-Coloring Extension (parameterized by n− |Q|) has a640
kernel with at most 6(n− |Q|) vertices and is hence fixed-parameter tractable.641
7 Conclusions642
We have shown several results regarding the parameterized complexity of List Coloring643
and Pre-Coloring Extension problems. We showed that List Coloring, and hence644
also Pre-Coloring Extension, parameterized by the size of a clique modulator admits645
a randomized FPT algorithm with a running time of O∗(2k), matching the best known646
running time of the basic Chromatic Number problem parameterized by the number of647
vertices. This answers open questions of Golovach et al. [19]. Additionally, we showed that648
Pre-Coloring Extension under the same parameter admits a linear vertex kernel with at649
most 3k vertices and that (n− k)-Regular List Coloring admits a compression into a650
problem we call Budget-Constrained List Coloring, into an instance with at most 11k651
vertices, encodable in O(k2 log k) bits. The latter also admits a proper kernel with O(k2)652
vertices and colors. This answers an open problem of Banik et al. [3].653
One obvious open question is whether it is possible to derandomize our algorithms for654
List Coloring and Pre-Coloring Extension. This seems, however, very challenging as655
it would require a derandomization of Lemma 4, which has been an open problem for some656
time. It might, however, be possible (and potentially more promising) to consider a different657
approach than ours.658
Another open question is to optimize the bound 11k on the number of vertices in the659
(n − k)-Regular List Coloring compression, and/or show a proper kernel with O(k)660
vertices. Finally, another set of questions is raised by Escoffier [16], who studied the Max661
Coloring problem from a “saving colors” perspective. In addition to the questions explicitly662
raised by Escoffier, it is natural to ask whether his problems Saving Weight and Saving663
Color Weights admit FPT algorithms with a running time of 2O(k) and/or polynomial664
kernels.665
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